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The Knit Stitch

Want to learn some great tips? Don’t forget to sign up for
the Founders’ Fest in July. It will be a great day of
learning. I am looking forward to seeing what Diana will
be demonstrating for us.

indicated, this chart is a nice jumping off point when
purchasing yarn.

Feeling like you want to volunteer? See me about Board
positions that are open. If you are interested in stepping
into a position next year, I can discuss what would be
involved. We have a great Board and all Officers are
willing to pitch in when needed.
Looking for knitting inspiration? Look through mail order
catalogs and cut out images of a particular knit
garment/style that appeals to you. Hang on your bulletin
board to keep you inspired.
How about a good book to read? Check out the library at
the Textile Center. There are several machine knitting
books available.
Maria Ann Youngs
President

From Jane…

Not wanting to get a song worm in your head perhaps, but
think about Dr. Doolittle when knitting to keep in mind that
the action of passing the carriage should be a Push-MePull-You motion without bearing down on the carriage.
However talking to the animals is always acceptable

The Textile Center Garage Sale had the best year ever
garnering more than $54,000. There were many great
finds and actually more knitting machines were available
in the Silent Auction than in many years – some ancient,
but some great finds. Lots & lots of yarn, fabric and many
miscellaneous goodies were available for the hunter.
#6 Trim from 50 Ways to Lover your Knitter was the trim
for June. Remember names of those who have knit a trim
each month will be eligible for a drawing at the end of the
..
year. The more trims you knit, the more times your name
gets entered. Trim #7 for July.
Hopefully you are all knitting for the County & State Fair(s)
Knit it Now is a membership subscription site for a
plethora of machine knitting tutorials. A book store, online
pattern help are just a few of the availabilities. Weekly
tutorials are available for non-subscribers. The above is
just a minute example of the information at your fingertips.
Though not all yarns are labeled with the numbers

Knitting Tools
Attendees at the June meeting wanted this information so
here goes… The Housweety Professional Jeweler's
Lighted Magnifier Visor has 5 Lenses - from 1.0X to 3.5X
and can be purchased from Amazon: Housweety
Professional Jeweler's Lighted Magnifier
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Presentations
April - ENTRELAC! This technique proved to be not as
much of a challenge as anticipated. Gathering a few tips
from others I tried them all and took a bit from each to
come up with a demonstration and handout. Heather
Sweet had developed a few of her own tricks and was
kind to share them with the group. Thanks Heather –
without your request and help this challenge would not
have come to fruition. It was fun indeed!
May - Rebecca Yaker-Bird was very inspiring in sharing
her methods of Hybrid Knitting: Machine & Hand
Combined. Her knowledge of both hand and machine
knitting shines through on all of her knitting. It amazed me
how frequently on one piece the combination of latch
needles and straight needles are implemented. Thank
you, Rebecca, for sharing your process.
June – a taste treat in sharing! My childhood
expectations of a pot-luck with 13 chocolate cakes did not
happen. I have to admit I was not disappointed. It was
better. Good food and a casual get-together made for a
delightful evening.

Ramblings of an easily distracted
knitter
Ramblings from an easily distracted knitter
The sad story of a square polar bear
Once upon a time, I decided to knit a polar bear. My
pattern was for toys out of knit squares. I was quite
excited to see how the origami folding of said square
would create an adorable polar bear! I sat down at my
machine a read through the pattern to understand what I
needed to knit. I quickly discover there were several
squares involved. Hmmmm, interesting. I began.
I stopped.
I read a bit further into the finishing
instructions. The pattern called for knitting and binding off
all the squares separately. I decided I would take a short
cut by knitting the 1st square, binding it off and then
rehanging it on the same needles to continue.
Square #1 complete. Square #2 turned out to be a
rectangle (1/2 of the 1st square). Number 3 was a square
again, but ¼ of the original. Half the bear body knit!
Now to knit the second half… Smooth sailing - er knitting. A closer look at the knitting instructions revealed

there was a piece that needed to go between the 2 body
halves. No worries - it just happened to be square #2 and
#3 put together. Oh, the joys of small projects!
Time to do some seaming; an easy task. And, so, I went
merrily on my way. But wait! What are they telling me to
do? I cannot believe these instructions! Why would they
knit it this way when they want me to seam it that way?? I
had to walk away.
To be continued....
Maria Ann

Events & Fundraising…
Founders’ Fest
July 12, 2014
9:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
Hopkins Center for the Arts
Author/Demonstrator Diana Berns will be demonstrating
some fun techniques, including: shrugs, mitered hooded
baby sweater, mitered square for purse or pillow, prayer
shawl and different edges, hemless hems, cardigan bands
and buttonholes, plus more. Visit our website for more
details and to register: Founders' Fest Registration
Cambridge Fiber Fair – volunteers needed

Saturday, October 18th, 2014
9:00 AM until 4:00 PM
Directions to Cambridge Fiber Fair
Website for Cambridge Fiber Fair
Purl One Tea Too Fundraiser – Sunday, November 2,
2014 – more details to follow.
Fall Fiber Festival – volunteers needed

Saturday, November 8th, 2014
9:00 AM until 4:00 PM
Eisenhower Community Center
Hopkins, MN

Happenings
Rocking Horse Farm Knitting Camp – July 17-20, 2014
Contact RHF for details: 320-252-2996
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Happenings (cont’d)
Cindy’s Knitting Room Presents – October 10-11, 2014
Lea-Ann McGregor of Knitting Today will be teaching us
garments, hand to machine. Socks and Shawls, Hand to
Machine. And More
Rocking Horse Farm Seminar – Sept. 20-21, 2014
For details: Rocking Horse Farm Website

Sources of Inspiration
I absolutely love finding new sources of inspiration for my
knitting. It’s no secret that I absolutely adore Ravelry as
one source but after the June meeting, Caroline Munro
was telling me about all the wonderful things I could find
on Pinterest.
Truth be told, I was hesitant as I do tend to go overboard
while searching the web. I have to limit myself or I would
never get anything done. I have to shout out a huge
Thank You to Caroline. I’ve found so many fun things and
now my list of “ooohhhh, I have got to make that” has
grown substantially. I thought I should share some of
what I found when I searched for machine knitting.
Happy Knitting!
Dee
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BABY MOCCASINS
Found through Pinterest: http://machineknittingnz.forumotion.net/t8-baby-moccasins

Machine: 4.5mm
Yarn/Tension: 2 ply Ten. 3-4 3 ply Ten. 5-6
Cast on 31 sts by hand.
R1 - 4 Put 2nd & every following 4th needle into Hold and knit
R 5 All needles in working position (W.P.) and knit
R 6 - 7 Put 13 needles opp. Carriage to Hold and knit (wrap yarn)
R 8 - 11 Bring 6 needles opp carr back to W.P. on next 2 rows
Bring 7 needles opp carr back to W.P. on next 2 rows
R12 - 14 Make eyelets by transferring 2 nd & every following 4th st. to
adjacent needle in W.P. Knit 2 rows
R15 - 38 Put 1 needle on same side as carr to Hold at beg. Of each row. (Do
not wrap yarn) 7 sts in W.P.
R39 - 62 Wrap yarn at start of this row only. Take back to W.P 1 st. opp carr
at beg of each row
R63 - 82 As rows 15 - 38 , but 11 sts remain in W.P
R83 - 102 As rows 39 - 62
R103-110 Knit next row with coloured thread as well as main yarn, to mark hem
R111-114 Put every 4th needle to hold and knit
R115-122 Put all needles in W.P. and knit, decreasing 1 st. at beg of row 116,
117,118,119. Knit to row 121. Pick up hem from marked row ( 2 sts
on each needle). Increase Tension at least 4 numbers higher and knit
across. Latch off.
Make cords by picking up 2 sts underneath cuff. Set machine to knit 1 row and slip the next row, knit for length required.
Cast off and repeat for other side. Thread cords through eyelet holes and tie.
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Mid-Gauge Baby Bib

Hook: 4.25mm
By Maria Ann Youngs
Yarn: Cotton Tale 8 or any Cotton that knits to gauge
Tension: 2
Gauge: 7 stitches/11 rows = 1”
Crochet cast on 5 stitches
Knit 2 rows
Using 2 prong tool, increase 1 stitch each end every other row keeping empty needle in work until you have 51
stitches in work (RC048)
Using 1 prong tool, make eyelet every other row by moving 4 th stitch from edge to 5th stitch from edge needle
(2 stitches on 5th stitch needle and 4th stitch needle empty)
AND AT THE SAME TIME:
Using 2 prong took, decrease 1 stitch each end every other row until you have 25 stitches in work (RC074)
Hold 5 stitches opposite carriage
Knit 1 row
Crochet latch over needles (left to right) and then do a latch tool bind off on these 20 stitches.
RC000
Knit 68 rows on remaining 5 stitches
Make eyelet on middle stitch on RC068 and 076
Knit to RC084 and do latch tool bind off.
Weave in ends and attach button.
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Mary Jane Slipper Sox for Kids and Adults
By Heather Sweet
XXS (6”), XS (7”), S (8-1/2”), M (9-1/2”), L (11”)
Machine used: Brother bulky 260 or any 9mm bulky knitter
Materials used: Pound of Love baby yarn, or any soft 4-ply for “sock” part, Red Heart Super Saver in black for “shoe”
Tension: Mock Rib Cuff T7, rest of “sock” T5, “shoe” T7
Optional: Lace trim added to the mock rib cuff
Directions:
T7 scrap on 30 (30, 36, 40, 40) sts EON with contrast color waste yarn. Knit 4-6 rows scrap ending with the COR (for
second slipper, end with COL so the seam will be on the opposite side). Knit 1 row with ravel cord.
RC000 T7 With main yarn (the color of the sock), knit 20 (20, 28, 36, 36) rows, hang first row on every other empty needle
to form mock rib cuff. Change to T5 and knit 2 rows for XXS and XS, and 4 rows for all other sizes. For longer top on
medium and large sizes only, knit 12 rows instead of 4.
Option 1: cut the yarn.
Option 2: Carry the yarn for 4 rows over the “strap.”
Change to T7 and black, and knit 4 rows all sizes for “strap.” Put left 15, (15, 18, 20, 20) sts into hold. Set your carriage to
hold. (For second slipper put right sts into hold instead).
RC000 T5 With pastel yarn knit 10 (14, 18, 22, 26) rows on right needles only. (Second sock, left needles). Scrap off on
WY.
HEEL: Change to black, and working on the remaining 15 (15, 18, 20, 20) sts, knit 2 rows all sizes, then short row for heel
as follows: With carriage set to hold, place one needle next to carriage at beginning of each row in hold position, knit 1
row, until there are 7 (7, 7, 9, 9) sts are left in work. Now place one needle opposite carriage in work, knit one row, and
continue until all needles are in working position. (Work back out).
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RC000 T7 Continue with black, knit 14, (18, 22, 26, 30) rows plain. Now put carriage back into hold, and shape toe same
as heel, down to 7 (7, 7, 9, 9) and back out. Knit 4 rows all sizes, and leaving long yarn tail for seam, scrap off on WY.
Finishing:
Option 1: With a darning needle graft/kitchener stitch the sock and slipper together.
Option 2: With right sides together, hang pastel sts (tongue) on WY on machine first, push back against the bed, then
hang black sts (toe) on WY on these same needles, and pull black sts thru pastel sts. Bind off with yarn tail.
Seam short side first, attach button where the “strap” meets the “shoe.” Seam long side and cuff. Hide all ends.
A side note: These are slippery socks/slippers. Add puff paint to the bottom to add grip.

One color slippers on LK150 using worsted weight yarn:
T6 CO 30 (30, 36, 40, 40) sts on WY. Knit 1 row with ravel cord. Leave a long yarn tail before first row. Knit 12 (16, 20,
24, 24) rows for plain cuff, or reform for 1x1 rib, or 1x2 rib. Rehang first row on adjacent needles above.
Change to T7 and knit 2 (4, 4, 4, 4) rows.
Put left 15 (15, 18, 20, 20) sts in hold. (Put right sts in hold for second slipper.)
RC000 Knit 12 (16, 20, 24, 28) rows on right needles only. (Second slipper sock, left needles.) For a two-color slipper knit
these rows in second color. Scrap off on WY, remove from needles.
Set carriage to knit normal and knit 2 rows all sizes.
Set carriage to hold, and short row heel down to 7 (7, 7, 9, 9) sts, then back out. Set carriage to knit normal and knit 14
(18, 22, 26, 30).
Set carriage to hold and shape toe same as heel, down to 7 (7, 7, 9, 9) sts and back out.
Set carriage to knit normal, knit 2 rows all sizes. Leave a long yarn tail for seaming. Cut yarn and scrap off on WY.
Finishing:
Option 1: With a darning needle graft/kitchener stitch the sock and slipper together.
Option 2: With right sides together, hang tongue sts on WY on machine first, push back against the bed, then hang toe sts
on WY on these same needles, and pull thru. Bind off with yarn tail. Seam all edges, hide ends.
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FLIP FLOP SOCK
By Jamie Mayfield
Machine: CSM – 72, 60, or 54 Cylinder
Crank the cuff, leg and heel and foot as normal. It’s the same until the toe.
For a 60 or 54 cylinder, make the big toe area 20 needles. For a 64 cylinder make the big toe 22 needles. For a 72 or
larger cylinder, make the big toe 24 needles.
FOR LEFT FOOT:
Stop with yarn carrier at the 9:00 position (AKA left half mark). Place the big toe needles OUT OF WORK, do not put them
back to work until you are ready to make the big toe. At the 3:00 position (AKA right half mark), raise 20-24 needles,
half before & half after the half mark. Finish knitting that row by cranking the yarn carrier across the front.
4 LEFT TOES (half of a heel): Engage heel spring and knit back and forth flat fabric on remaining working needles for 2
rows. End with yarn carrier underneath the nonworking “big toe” needles. Use heel weights as needed to create the
proper downward pressure. Raise back ½ of needles. Crank counter clockwise, until the trailing cam latch passes the last
needle (AKA until you hear the last click).
Refer to picture, you are making a left side only decrease. Raise 1st needle in front of left half mark. Knit clockwise
across, then knit back across (without raising a needle).
Raise the next needle in front of the half mark and knit across. Knit back across, again do not raise a needle on the inside
of the toe. Continue raising one needle and cranking across then back across. REMEMBER to only raise and/or lower
needles on the side of the decrease (the outside of the foot) do not raise needles on the other side (the side that will be
seamed)!
Raise the target needle (the point at which the decrease stops and the increase starts). Depending on the cylinder used,
this could be the 9th needle all the way through the 12th needle) and knit across. Lower the target needle (you will be
lowering the needles on the opposite side of the yarn carrier), knit back across. Knit across without raising or lowering a
needle. Lower the next needle (remember it’s on the opposite side of the yarn carrier) and knit that row.
Continue lowering one needle at a time and cranking the rows until it is time to lower the needle that is in front of the half
mark. Lower that needle and crank that row. Yarn carrier should be on the left side of the machine. Bring the yarn carrier
back to where it’s in between the non working toe needles and the working toe needles (the 9 o’clock half mark).
Clip yarn, leaving an 18” tail for Kitchenering and seaming. Drop the tail inside the cylinder. At this point the back half of
the needles are raised and the front half of the needles are in work. Thread waste yarn through the yarn guide and carrier.
Allow tail to drop inside cylinder. Crank forward until the trailing cam clears the last needle then engage heel spring.
Lower the back half of the 4 toe needles. LEAVE THE BIG TOE NEEDLES OUT OF WORK! Crank waste yarn back and
forth at least 10 rows, clip tail and let it fall inside the cylinder. Raise the needles Crank yarn carrier underneath the raised
big toe needle. All needles are out of work.
BIG TOE:
Crank yarn carrier until it is under the 4 toes area. Lower the needles on the right side that have
been out of work since the beginning of the toe area. Thread project yarn through machine and bring yarn carrier around
to prepare to knit the lowered needles. Leave a 12” tail inside the cylinder. Knit forward with the project yarn and complete
one row. Engage heel spring and heel weights then knit back and forth making flat fabric for 20-22 rows. Clip yarn, leaving
an 18” tail. Change to waste yarn and knit at least 10 rows of flat fabric, clip waste yarn and let tail fall into cylinder. Lower
all needles, hold project under the machine and crank forward to remove project from machine.
RIGHT FOOT
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The right foot is made on the opposite side of the machine. Begin by raising the proper amount of needles for the big toe
on the LEFT side of the machine. Then make the 4 toes area on the right side of the machine.
FINISH by closing the 4 toes area with the Kitchener stitch. Stitch the straight side along the big toe and along the 4 toes
area. Run the darning needle through all of the loops at the top of the big toe and gather. Hide all tails and wear with your
favorite flip flops!
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